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Let's learn about colors with this great My First Tabbed Board Book! Featuring bright, bold pages

covering all the colors of the rainbow, along with shapes, and patterns spreads, this book features

special picture tabs that lets kids turn right to the pages they love!
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We first bought the "My First Words: Let's Get Talking" book by DK publishing. It was the only book

our toddler liked. So at about 20 months when language development was really taking off, we also

purchased "My First Busy Home", "My First Animals", "My First Colors" and "My First Farm". All of

them are great. I will repeat what another reviewer said, some of the photographs are reused in the

books, but not so that you feel like its the same book. The pages are bright, colorful and filled with

photographs of real things, not illustrations (that was important to us)! Our toddler's favorites are the

Animals and Farm book, followed closely by the Words and Busy Home book. Colors is currently at

the bottom of the list.If your toddler is as rough on board books as ours is, I'd recommend

reinforcing the spine with packing tape. That's not a fault of these books, just well-used board books

in general!I also read someone complain about the Farm book having milk and cheese on the goat

and cow pages, but no bacon on the pig page. To clarify, NONE of the animal pages show meat

products of farming. There's wool for the sheep page; eggs from chickens and geese; milk and

cheese from goats; and milk, cheese and butter from cows. There aren't any lamb chops or steaks



shown, so it's consistent- only non-meat products of animal husbandry are shown. I personally don't

have a problem with it.

What a great book..It has so many different variations of each color contained on their own page. I

especially like that each page can be instantly accessed by the way the tabs are arranged around

the sides. Just brilliant!-I ordered 4 more as gifts for friends because I really like the book that much!

The only color book we have for our kids is one of those tiny 1.5 x 1.5 ones. I had seen the number

version of this book before, and while I wasn't interested in purchasing that one, I was interested in

both colors & "first words". I love these books! I love the tabs, so if your child is interested in a

specific page you can quick-flip there. My husband uses the tabs to turn the pages, says it's easier

than normal books that way. It's a really nice size. I like all the different objects pictured, that they're

labeled (some objects in our other colors book are hard to identify tbh). I love love love love love

colors! And this book :)

My children love these books. We have the Farm book and my son, who is now 4, would read it

over and over again. I purchased this book for my 2 year old daughter and she loves pointing and

naming all of the objects. Great colors and pictures and we like that each page is dedicated to a

certain color. These books are fun to flip through and the construction seems like it will hold up

through much use.

This is a really awesome book. There are so many things in here that you don't think of being in a

kids book, which is great for learning new words. My 18 month old grabs our hands and has us point

to each while she says each word.

This is a great book, very bright and lots of colors. I bought this to read my 18 month old and teach

her colors, but it's actually a little advanced for smaller children. It has pictures of things that smaller

kiddos wouldn't be familiar with. She's already learning some colors but we won't really be ready for

this book for a while.

My 1 year old LOVES this book. This is a book he has in the car with him every day and loves to

point out all the images. This book is helpful to demonstrate colors since EVERYTHING on each

page is one color, leaving no room for confusion.



I purchased this for my 16 month old and she totally loves it! She flips through the pages and

identifies the items that she knows and I help her with the colors. Soon she will be naming the colors

too.
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